
Name of the initiative: "Let us see what we want…" 

 
Originators: Majidah Mustafa, Online legal advisor- Sawa Inst.- Ramallah, Areej Seder Administrative 
assistant- Injaz inst.m Ramallah 

Guidance: Muneer Saleh, Financial Manager, Injaz inst., Ramallah 
Direct Target Audience: High school students 

Number of participants: 11 

Number of meetings: 6 
Location of meetings: Beiteen's local club- Ramallah District  
Date: 11.4.2015 – 30.5.2015 
  
Goals of the initiative: 
1) Exposing High school student to educational options available in higher institutes 
2) Develop a learning space where a high school student can deal with choosing within his potential and 
away from social pressure and preconceived ideas. 
  
The idea of the initiative: 
  
The current learning curriculum in schools does not deal with the concept of a student being able to 
choose for himself, and does not deal with preconceived ideas surrounding the process of choosing a 
learning subject in higher institutions and cannot see that a student can be separated from his 
environment and his family in this decision. There are usually false social concepts and preconceived 
ideas that limit his dreams and horizon, which also hinders the construction of a rich society. 



The initiative sees that developing a learning space where you can be exposed to different learning 
fields and liberated from preconceived ideas could contribute to raising awareness among students from 
one hand and could reinforce his ability to check his needs as the main guide in choosing. 
So the initiative is an attempt to create a shared learning space between parents and the student where 
you can look into the concept of choosing based on your personal abilities and wants. The initiative 
distinguishes itself by being a space where a family can reconnect and become closer so it will be a 
supportive and a participating space in the student’s decision and can expose different  educational 
fields. 
 
Working mechanisms : workshops and dialogue  
  







 

 


